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Procedure for Sketching the Root Locus

1. Locate the poles and zeros of G(s)H(s)

• Every branch of the root locus starts from a pole and ends at zero

• No. of branches = No. of finite poles

2. Determnine the root loci on the real axis

• Check for poles and zeros on the real axis

• Choose a test point. If the total number of real poles and zeros to the right of the
test point is odd, then the point lies on the root locus.

3. Determine the asymtotes Angle of asymtotoes = ±180o(2k+1)
n−m

where,

n= no. of finite poles of G(s)H(s)

m= no. of finite poles of G(s)H(s)

• No. of distinct asymtotes = n−m

• A root locus branch may lie on one side of the corresponding asymtote and / or may
cross the asymtote from one side to the other

• Point of intersection of asymtote

s =− sum of the real part of the poles- sum of the real parts of the zeros
n−m

4. Find the breakaway / breakin point

• Either on the real axis or they occur in complex conjugate pairs.

• If the root locus lies between two adjacent open loop poles on the real axis, there
exists at least one breakaway point b/w the poles to the other

• If the RL (i.e. root locus) lies b/w adj. zeros (one zero may be infinite) then there
exists at least one break in point in b/w.

• If the RL lies b/w an open loop poles and zero (finite / infinite) there may exist no
breakaway point or break-in point OR there may exist both breakaway and point
brea-in point.

• Write the characteristic equation in the form B(s)+KA(s) = 0

K =−B(s)
A(s)
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• Differentiate the above equation w.r.t. s and find the roots of dK/ds.

• If the real root of dK/ds lies on the root locus, then it is either a break-away or
break-in point.

• If it is complex conjugate, check for the value of K and K should not be positive.

5. Determine the angle of departure / arrival

Angle of departure from a complex pole / zero = 180o - [sum of angles of vectors to a
complex ploe / zero in question from other poles] + [sum of the angles of vectors to a
complex pole /zero in question from other zeros/poles]

6. Find the points where the root loci may cross the imaginary axis

Put
s = jω

Equate real and imaginary parts and solve for ω and K.

7. Sketch the root loci, taking a series of test points in the broad neighbourhood of origin.

Practice Problems in Routh Hurwitz Criterion

1. Use Routh Hurwitz criterion to find the number of roots on the right half of s-palne and
on the imaginary axis, for the following characeristic equations.

(a) s6 +2s5 +8s4 +15s3 +20s2 +16s+16 = 0

(b) s4 +2s3 +10s2 +20s+5 = 0

(c) s4 +9s3 +4s2 −36s−32 = 0

2. For a unity feedback system having the forward path transfer function G(s)= k
s(1+0.6s)(1+0.4s) ,

determine the range of values of k for stability.
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